SUSTAINABILITY
CHALLENGE
2017/2018

EIN NOD YW DARPARU’R
SEILWAITH A FYDD YN CEFNOGI
ECONOMI LLEWYRCHUS A
CHYDLYNIANT CYMUNEDOL HEB
EFFEITHIO’N ANDWYOL AR YR
AMGYLCHEDD.
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OUR AIM IS TO PROVIDE THE
INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT
A VIBRANT ECONOMY AND
COHESIVE COMMUNITIES
WITHOUT A DETRIMENTAL
EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.

Welcome
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY
ACHIEVEMENTS
& AWARDS:
Winner of the CITB Pride of Construction Awards –
Sustainability Skills Award 2015
Winner of the All-Party Parliamentary Corporate
Responsibility Group’s National Responsible
Business Champion 2016
Business in the Community Responsible Business
Awards 2017 Shortlist
New Civil Engineer 100 Companies
of the Year 2017
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WELCOME TO THE
2017/18 SUSTAINABILITY
CHALLENGE.
Since its conception in 2012/13 our
Sustainability Challenge has grown,
gathered momentum and delivered
tangible benefits to the company, staff,
stakeholders and clients.
Now in its fifth year, the Challenge
is driving sustainability throughout
the business. Our Health & Safety
performance continues to improve,
our support of Welsh-based businesses,
community groups and charities is
growing, our Apprentice, Graduate and
Employment programmes are providing
our resources for the future and our
impact on the environment keeps
decreasing.

Last year’s decision to align the
Sustainability Challenge with the Welsh
Government’s Well-being of Future
Generations Act has strengthened
relationships with our public body
clients. The Sustainability Challenge
ensures the decisions we make take into
account the needs of current and future
generations.
I would like to thank everybody for the
hard work and commitment shown over
the past 12 months. Once again, I’m
sure you will agree, the achievements
highlighted over the following pages
are truly outstanding. This year we will

continue to increase the visibility and
understanding of our Sustainability
Challenge with everyone working
towards a common goal of making
Griffiths a truly sustainable and
responsible business.

Huw Llywelyn
Health, Safety & Sustainability Director

Welcome
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OUR SUSTAINABILITY VISION:
OUR 2017/18 SUSTAINABILITY
CHALLENGE APPROACH IS BUILT
AROUND FOUR KEY PRIORITIES.

HEALTH &
SAFETY
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ECONOMY

SOCIAL &
CULTURE

ENVIRONMENT

OUR VISION

OUR PRIORITIES

DELIVERY

Our aim is to provide the infrastructure
to support a vibrant economy and
cohesive communities without having
a detrimental effect on the environment.

Under each key priority we set
objectives and targets which support the
seven goals of the Well-being of Future
Generations Wales Act and deliver our
sustainability vison.

Through our Sustainability Challenge
we will:
• S
 et short and long term objectives
and targets against which our
performance will be measured and
reported
• Identify opportunities to embed
sustainability into all of our projects
•	Minimise any adverse impact caused
by our operations
• R
 aise the profile of our sustainability
agenda with our people, supply chain
and stakeholders.

Introduction
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In March 2017 we
achieved 2,000,000
manhours worked
since our last
reportable accident

HEALTH & SAFETY

HEALTH &
SAFETY

2017/18 OBJECTIVES & TARGETS
GRIFFITHS LEADS A CULTURE WHERE
EVERYONE UNDERSTANDS THAT
HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELL-BEING
COMES FIRST.
This year we will continue to build
upon the foundations laid by the Safe
Steps Behavioural Safety Programme.
A real focus will now be placed on the
key areas identified by our workforce,
including new and improved procedures,
enhanced engagement and superior
quality personal protective equipment.
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We will continue to support all staff to
challenge unsafe behaviours and not
walk by. Our Personal Commitment
Card will empower anyone to stop any
unsafe activity.
Health and Well-being awareness will
be increased by our regular health
monitoring and specific campaigns.

Objectives

Targets

Provide a healthy and safe place of work for
all our people and the communities in which
we work

Achieve a Zero AFR

Create a vibrant health and safety culture

All Senior Managers to carry out One H&S Inspection or Engagement
Tour per month
Achieve a 25% increase in Near Miss Reporting

Connect with our people

Hold Two Workforce Safety Committee meetings in each region of
operations

Maximise people’s health and well-being

Provide 200 Occupational Health Assessments
Maintain a rolling 5% of all staff to have undertaken a Drugs and Alcohol test

Develop a skilled and knowledgeable
workforce

95% of all site personnel to have the relevant CSCS Card

Maintain a positive relationship with the HSE

Work with the HSE on a least Three initiatives

Health & Safety
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HEALTH &
SAFETY

2016/17 HIGHLIGHTS
OUR ROSPA PRESIDENT’S
AWARD DEMONSTRATES OUR
EVER IMPROVING HEALTH AND
SAFETY STANDARDS.
During 2015/16 we focused on
health issues such as dust and hand
arm vibration – redressing the balance
between health issues and safety
concerns.
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Our continued focus on Behavioural
Safety has encouraged everyone to get
involved and play their part in creating a
safer and healthier culture. A significant
rise in both Near Miss Reporting
and Health and Safety Committee
meetings demonstrates the increased
involvement of all our people.

65%

203%

reduction in
our Accident
Frequency Rate

increase in positive
interventions

142

114

Occupational
Health
Assessments
provided

Senior Manager
H&S Engagement
Tours undertaken

3

Working Well Together
events organised with
the HSE

Health & Safety
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Cabinet Secretary
for Economy and
Infrastructure
Ken Skates
meets 8 of our
new Construction
Apprentices

ECONOMY

ECONOMY

2017/18 OBJECTIVES & TARGETS
THROUGH OUR DIRECTLY EMPLOYED
WORKFORCE AND LOCAL SUPPLY
CHAIN OUR AIM IS TO SUPPORT
A PROSPEROUS ECONOMY.

Objectives

Targets

Develop a skilled and engaged
workforce by providing training and
development opportunities to our staff

90% of workforce to undertake Behavioural-based Safety Training

Enable local people to fulfil their
potential no matter what their
background or circumstances

Provide 26 person-weeks of employment for local people for every £500k
Turnover

Address the construction skills gap by
attracting, developing and retaining
new talent in the industry

Employ One new entrant Apprentice/Trainee/Graduate for every £10m Turnover

Support a prosperous economy by
ensuring local SMEs and third sector
businesses can join our Supply Chain

Hold Two Meet the Buyer Events providing opportunities for local SMEs and
Third Sector Businesses to join our Supply Chain
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Provide One week Work Experience Placement for every £5m Turnover

Measure the economic impact of major projects utilising the Welsh
Government’s “Community Benefits Tool” achieving a £1.95 “money multiplier”

We offer people who live near our
projects fair and equal opportunities
to work with us, irrespective of their
background or circumstances. We will
provide training to ensure everyone
reaches their full potential.

Economy
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ECONOMY

2016/17 HIGHLIGHTS
28 NEW APPRENTICES COMMENCED
EMPLOYMENT WITH US IN THE PAST
12 MONTHS.
This commitment to apprenticeships
allows us to recruit, train and develop
new entrants into positions which are
most in demand within the industry.
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Once again, we have used the Welsh
Government’s Community Benefits
Tool to measure the local impact of our
projects. Over the past 12 month we have
re-invested £1.95 into the local economy
for every £1 spent on a project.

33

employment opportunities
provided for local people
facing barriers to
employment

28

new apprentices
joined our Apprentice+
programme

3

95%

Meet the Buyer
Events held to
encourage new
local businesses
to join our supply
chain

of all operatives
hold a relevant
CSCS Card

£1.95

reinvested in the local
Economy for every £1
spent on a project

52

person-weeks
of work experience
provided

Economy
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Over 700 local people
took part in our
Community Cycling
Santa Day to mark
the opening of the
new South Bristol
Link Road

SOCIAL &
CULTURE

SOCIAL &
CULTURE
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2017/18 OBJECTIVES & TARGETS
WE UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANT
ROLE WE PLAY IN A DIVERSE RANGE
OF COMMUNITIES.

Sustainability Challenge 2017/2018

We actively engage with our neighbours
and aim to offer community benefits
which deliver attractive, safe and wellconnected cohesive communities.
Contributing to local education is vital in
developing a well-educated population
capable of becoming tomorrow’s
engineers and addressing the current
construction skills gap.

Our Project Community Benefit Plans
aim to tackle local social issues and
support a society which promotes
and protects culture, heritage and
the Welsh language. They encourage
people to participate in the arts, sport
and recreation.

As well as providing the infrastructure
to enable economic progression, we
must leave a lasting positive community
legacy.

Objectives

Targets

Support the development of well
connected, cohesive communities
which are attractive, viable and safe
places to live

All projects registered under Considerate Constructors Scheme to achieve a
average score of 40
Undertake “Project Community Surveys” on all CCS projects achieving 80%
satisfaction.
Achieve Silver membership status under the Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme
Increase our support of local charities, clubs and community groups through
sponsorship and provision of resource by 5%

Develop a skilled and well educated
population which is able to access
full-time employment and raise
awareness of careers within the
construction industry

Engage with 1,500 primary school pupils utilising Sally Safesteps

Encourage a healthy society in which
we care for the physical and mental
well-being of our people

Run 10 project specific Well-being Programmes providing access
to relevant support

Provide a fair, inclusive and respectful
work place in which all our people can
reach their full potential regardless of
background or personal circumstances

Increase our Female to Male ratio to 15:85

Engage with 1,500 secondary school/college students highlighting careers
within the construction industry

Achieve Level 2 Disability Confident Employer
Provide support to staff wishing to learn the Welsh language

Social & Cluture
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SOCIAL &
CULTURE

2016/17 HIGHLIGHTS
WE REALLY WANTED TO INSPIRE
THE NEXT GENERATION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.
With an aim of addressing the current
skills gap within the construction
industry we have stepped up our efforts
to engage with school pupils and
students. Our Health & Safety mascot
Sally Safesteps visited 2,632 pupils and
we engaged with 2,421 secondary school
and college students through careers
fairs and the ICE Bridge to Schools
Programme.
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Our Public Liaison Officers have really
embedded themselves within their
communities, identifying and addressing
community issues. We have increased
our support of important community
groups, clubs and charities by 42%.

SCHOOL

£201,786
donated to local
community groups,
clubs and charities

75%

increase of community
engagement hours
by our PLO’s

2,632

45/50

Primary school
pupils were visited
by our Health &
Safety mascot Sally
Safesteps

2,421

Students visited our sites,
built the ICE Bridge or
talked to us about careers
in construction

We set a new record
with a Considerate
Constructors Scheme
score of 45/50

10

Staff Well-being
Programmes delivered
with access to relevant
support provided

Social & Cluture
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We have been
supporting the
Red Squirrels
Trust Wales at our
Llangefni Link Road
project by monitoring
and reporting
sightings to help
measure population
on Anglesey.

ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENT

2017/18 OBJECTIVES & TARGETS
OUR PROJECTS AIM TO ENHANCE
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND
IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE
OF THE COMMUNITIES
IN WHICH WE WORK.
However, in doing so we understand
our operations may have environmental
consequences.
Protecting the environment from any
negative impact is standard practice
on all of our projects. This year we
will increase our efforts on enhancing
biodiverse natural environments and
supporting ecological resilience. This
will be done by reducing our impact
on climate change and minimising our
demand on natural resources.
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We will continue to upskill and educate
our workforce and stakeholders on
sustainability, living within our means
and protecting the environment for
future generations.

Objectives

Targets

Minimise our demand on natural resources
through effective waste management, reuse and
recycling

Reduce Total Construction, Demolition and Excavation waste by 5%

Reduce our impact on climate change

Achieve a 5% reduction in organisational carbon emissions intensity

Achieve 90% of Excavation waste diverted from landfill

Reduce cost of business travel by 10% based on new 2016 baseline
Increase participation in the Griffiths Bike2Work Scheme by 50%
Maintain and enhance biodiversity and ecological
resilience and minimise our impact on the
natural environment

Zero environmental incidents

Environment
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ENVIRONMENT

2016/17 HIGHLIGHTS
2016 WAS OUR THIRD
CONSECUTIVE YEAR WITHOUT
AN ENVIRONMENTAL INCIDENT.
As a growing business, we are working
extremely hard to ensure our emissions,
waste and impact on the natural
environment all remain as low
as possible. Our main focus has
remained on minimising construction
waste and reducing emissions from
our plant and fleet.
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Zero

90%

environmental
incidents

of waste diverted
from landfill

9%

£25,967

reduction in total
carbon emissions
intensity

invested in our
Bike2Work
Scheme

44%

of all Site Management have
received Site Environmental
Awareness Training

Environment
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HIGHLIGHTS
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Highlights
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“CONGRATULATIONS TO GRIFFITHS ON
WINNING THE NATIONAL RESPONSIBLE
BUSINESS CHAMPION AWARD 2016. WE
HOPE THIS WILL ENCOURAGE THEM TO
CONTINUE WITH THE EXCELLENT WORK
WHICH HAS LED TO THIS SUCCESS AND
ENCOURAGE OTHER COMPANIES TO
EMULATE THEM.”
ALL-PARTY PARLIAMENTARY CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY GROUP
2016 NATIONAL RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CHAMPION

Alun Griffiths Contractors Ltd
Waterways House
Llanfoist
Abergavenny
Monmouthshire
NP7 9PE

01873 857211
01873 857679
enquiries@alungriffiths.co.uk
@ AlunGriffiths_
www.alungriffiths.co.uk
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